Based on the success of our Jewish Medical Ethics Summer Program over the past fifteen years, we are pleased to offer the three week program again this summer in Jerusalem, Israel. The program will be held July 3 - July 26, 2018. Students from over sixty medical schools (including UCLA) have participated in the program.

The program features a course in Jewish medical ethics combined with workshops on Jewish thought and exciting tours and hikes throughout Israel. The purpose of the program is to enable medical students to explore Jewish approaches to challenging medical issues confronting health care professionals. Compelling seminars on Jewish thought address contemporary issues facing the Jewish people.

The faculty includes renowned medical ethicists, doctors, professors and scholars of contemporary Jewish law and philosophy. The medical ethics curriculum incorporates the case-study method and hospital rounds, and qualifies for elective medical school credit.

Applications are due via email by March 12, 2018.

For more information and an application please refer to:
www.neijs.org
info@neijs.org

Sincerely,

Richard Kaplan, MD, Chairperson
Maimonides Scholars Fellowship
JEWISH MEDICAL ETHICS & ISRAEL EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
New England Institute of Jewish Studies
www.neijs.org
info@neijs.org